Dear my personal and business Friends!

Hope you are all well enjoying Merry Christmas 2019 and all ready to start your new challenging year in 2020.

Officially by April 30th, then Emperor Akihito abdicated the Chrysanthemum Throne, then marking the end of the Heisei Era. Then from May 1st, Emperor Akihito's elder son, Prince Naruhito, ascended the throne as the 126th Emperor of Japan, new Emperor era named Reiwa which means (Command, Tell, Inform Peace in Japanese). Year 2019 initial 4 months are Heisei, from May 1 comes in Reiwa Era.
And belonging to Metal or Gold out of 5 Elements (Tree, Fire, Earth, Metal(Gold), Water) and Japanese Zodiac of Year 1919 is Wild pig and Year 2020 is Rat. Rat is Smart, fertile, work hard, work together. This concept Eto (Zodiac) are represented by 12 animals (Rat, Ox, Tiger, Hare, Dragon, Snake, Horse, Sheep, Monkey, Cock, Dog, Wild pig) 5X12=60, 60 supposed to model a life cycle of person. According to the Zodiac of Metal Rat is Year 2020. So happy Metal Rat!

I am quite healthy and actively working as President of ReGIS Inc. using my 40% of time including globally conferences attendances of 4 times a year plus consulting, research work and for standard development, Standard Teaching operations for The Open Group Standards, like TOGAF, ArchiMate, IT4IT, O-DA, 30% for Open Group Japan Operation NPO activity as the Chairman, Marketing, translation works, Promotion & new Research promotion activities like o-da 2.0 WG and 20% CRM association Chairman and Representative director promoting CCRM (Customer Centric Relationship Management) initiatives and 10% academia work and Priest work and minimum twice a year attending services as Buddhism priest at Ryokeiji Temple) and Academia research activity, only schedule base is attending one day per 3 months as the member of Kyoto University IT Management Committee as one of 3 out-side member (No more teaching students in the university but some non-schedule IT advisor work to Kyoto University IT organization and attending Academia Associations a few times a year.

If anyone of you have a plan to visit Japan, please let me know as early enough, so that we can have a reunion scheduled in Japan as 2020 is Tokyo Olympic even including as my guest or as a speaker to attend at my 3 major forums of GIS, Open group and CRM a year and parties of other forums as planned in the attached 2020 Calendar.

Please let me know, as early enough to arrange our time together. By January 11 of 2020, Junkyo (Jack) Fujieda is going to be just 83 years old. Some of you, I introduced late our mother Hideko and some of you, visited at Ryokeiji temple, so, taking this opportunity, I would like to introduce her life a bit in the attached report and my little poems and picture of her which I did at the 13th Hideko our mother and temple wife memorial Services upon master temple priest’s request, my elder brother Koju,

If you visit www.re-gis.com, from there, you can linked to Ryokeiji temple URL, a lot of Koju priest writing in English religious stories there. Please visit and if any question of Buddhism, please send questions to Koju, copying me.

Yours sincerely,

Junkyo (Jack) Fujieda

President & CEO, ReGIS Inc. E-Mail: ifujieda2@re-gis.com
Chairman, The Open Group Japan E-Mail: i.fujieda@opengroup.org
Chairman of CRM Association, Japan E-Mail: ifujieda@crma-j.org
IT adviser, Kyoto University

http://www.re-gis.com
https://www.opengroup.org
http://www.crma-j.org
http://www.kyoto-u.ac.jp/en
2019 Annual Report and Plan for 2020

---ReGIS Inc. & The Open Group & CRM Association Japan

Annual Report-I: “Japanese Emperor Era Transition from Showa, Heisei, and to New Reiwa”
----Historical review and learning from the meaning of Naming of Eras----Private opinions:--

Emperor Naruhito and Princess Masako both of them are bilingual and did perfect performances all through a series of Shinto in Classic Japanese style and western public ceremonies which attracted hundreds of foreign national invited guests at the formal parties and several tens of millions of Japanese people through NHK and other TVs and possibly many of them must have been in the road and palace garden to greet by flagging.

So, we farewell to Heisei era (Heisei governed 31 years 1989~2019.4.30) but in Summary, what Heisei did? To find out that, do that, we also need to reexamine our Showa Era (1926~1989 ) what we did good and what we did not do good. So, I started my analysis of Showa. and down.
First, Showa means “light on Peace” in Japanese. Showa went on great ambitious challenge to go out “All Asian first”, not to be invaded and let Asian everybody get freedom from America or England or any European countries with reasonable success in Taiwan, Korea and extended to Mongolia but China has being devided right and left party. Finally Japan getting loosing battles, leftist group won in China and then Japan was named as invaders.. People may say I am wrong but this is my personal understanding.

Key question is whose peace is that? Was that well-spoken in the world openly? Not as slogan, did we openly debate the motivations, rational of war, way out negotiation processes are to be done as much as open and democratic way within the country and between alumni, not by only one country. World is big and so complex, so without alliance partners, nothing can be made.

Showa 63 years includes Pre-World War II are 15 years. Those were on appearance it’s big growth but hidden risk was high! Who assessed that? World War II, 5 years. Initial 2 years may look rosy progress! Late 3 years however are heading down straightly for big Defeat!

Most important question is why Japan has to go for World War II decision? Are there any war model simulations for winning chances? Strategic architectural probability simulation had done? Are there any better alternate way out strategy before UN unanimously conclude to order strong energy and economic control policy to Japan became effective?

I think real problem resided in Japan government lack of long range strategic planning methods nor reluctant to share some fruits to some other country who could help us doing, not 100% or nothing but even 20%~30% without losing all. After the war end, Japan major cities are covered by
real ashes and broken blocks of buildings, So all Japan wide new infrastructure reconstruction for
the base of new economic recovery, with our industrywide innovative computerization and very
hungry, serious, smart young workers achieved a miracle economic development push up to once
named, “Japan as No.1,” level but not too long sustainable.

Then Showa emperor past away, and New Era changed to Heisei. Naming of Era has some
meaning, of course. It is my private opinion Heisei means “Flat, Level, Average stable
development” literally in Japanese. Why they named like “Flat stable growth” for Heisei, again it’s
my personal opinion, but answer is “Showa was so dynamically up to Paradise and down to hell
cycle 2~3 times .That too much thus we pray for flat, level, average steady growth.” How was
Collaborative organization development by involving Taiwan, Korea, China and Mongolia.

It was a good idea to help Asia but are there any mutually agreed documentation among the
stake holder nations with the authorities? Who signed it? In China, two parties are fighting by
rightest wing troop and Leftist wing party with army, so who is right was only decided by winners.
There are revolution and no democracy there yet in China. Was that well discussed among stake
holders? Did we openly debate the definition, boundary condition? Asking other party’s pain points
and offered solutions? These processes are democracy.

But to get money point of view, everybody would like to trade with anybody among the totally
different political countries like “Negating human rights” Neglecting business rule on privacy and
data right etc. How we should do?

The Showa Era 1st 20 years started as “Too quick action without assuring the risk confirmed”
openly discusses of rational” “Could we propose as a joint business? “a quick political, industrial
and regional intercourse backed up by a security military power expansion and finally got forced
into the World war II initial 1~2 years leading but 3rd year 4 th year became disruptive defeat at the
end broken down into ashes of almost in all key cities Tokyo, Osaka, and so badly by Hiroshima
and Nagasaki Atomic bombs which actually pushed to the end of war declaration by Showa
Emperor.

After August 15, 1945 Showa Mid Era 20 (1945~1965) started from GHQ headed by General
MacArthur working with Ambassador, George Atchison’s “Declaration” SCAP(Supreme
Commander for the Allied Powers) for Japan issues with started drafting working for New
Constitutional study only 2 months after the end of war Oct.1945 and then planed 1st free election
for Diet to authorize when New Constitution drafted finally.
What is the democracy, we need? Even in America, today, democracy are confused by partisan 1st, In EU and Brexit also get confused. China to America business, hitting the ceiling.

Japan in 1st era of Showa was immature in foreign policy management, if we look back now over 90 years ago. Thus on April 10, 1946 1st national election for Diet was executed under the old (Meiji) constitution but amending lowest election age 25 down to 20 and woman as well. Which was guided by SCAP (note 1;) with its New constitution in mind. 1st job of new Diet members elected in April 10, 1946 is to pass the draft of new constitution and public released on Nov.3, 1946.

Let move to Heisei again. Despite of prayers of “Be Stable as Heisei meaning of Names; Heisei lasted 31 years, not war existed but we had big Natural and Human made disaster which caused Up down; with 3 economic disasters:

1. 1992, Big real Estate bubble broken in Japan unique, 2)2002, IT bubble broken, 3) 2008, Financial global bubble broken; 2 big natural disasters;

1) Hanshin Kobe earth quake on Jan.17,1995;lost 6.4K life with damage of $200 Billion dollars; (2) biggest; 2011-3/3, 9.1 Magnitude EQ & tsunami killed 18.4Kk people and missing, Damaged $360 Billion dollars and in addition, Nuke power plant facilities melt down happened.

Now, Last questions might be on “Riesa” meaning of meaning, again upon my personal cognition, “Rei “means “Command, Tell, Inform” “Wa” means “Peace.” Reiwa thus means just not putting light on “some one’s Peace”, nor just pray for some gods or heavens as a slogan, or some alliances without paying right money, do you think, someone will come and help you without “Quid Pro Qua “return? No way.

Then you have to declare your wish, concerns and protect yourself to let “Peace” be sustained by yourself, so that my cognition of Reiwa; means you first “declare “ what level of “Peace “you want? And why?”

Then that will trigger the other people or nations reactions of Claim, then argue logic by logic with Evidence, a bit of concession as strategic alternative offerings and get agreement points. If you alone are not convincible, let allied partner to join in argumentation with evidences “CAE” triangle to be openly debated until you reach the consensus. This is Democracy.

Note 1: SCAP(Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers)
Note 2: Ambassador to Japan & Chair of SCAP ;George Atchison

----“Declaration on New Constitution”--Quoted in Nov.3, Japan times;

“It is of profound significance that new constitution comes into being through Diet free elected on this April of this year. It is of profound significance that all aspects of constitutional revision have
long received and have wide discussion in the press, the government and among the people.
Japanese people learned that the past betrayed them and that their hopes lie in a new kind of future.
The framework for democracy erected by new constitution is the gateway to that future. There of
course remains much to be accomplished. **In final analysis, Japanese people must make their
own way along the road from defeat to democracy. The future of democracy in Japan now
rests squarely on the shoulder of the Japanese people and their leaders.**

Their achievement of full success will be in the interest of the world at large as well as their own
interests. I am confident that the Japanese may look hopeful to a democratic future.”

**Annual Report-II:**

*<High light of ReGIS Activities; 2019>*

**[The Open Group Conferences 2019]**

Most strong themes we are promoting are How to design innovative data centric Enterprise
business capability with new digitalization transformation (DX) and Customer Experience based
life cycle engagement (CX) using Enterprise Architecture by TOGAF & using its Architecture
Modeling and communication language “ArchiMate”.

From Japan Open group point of views, 2019 biggest news is NTT as a group HQ became The
Open Group Gold member. So, global 100% owned companies of NTT around the world, already
became the member’s rights to access to The Open Group information, directly accessing 15
forums. HQ Group all Japanese elite 30 of them got Certification of TOGAF and ArchiMate, so
currently exceeded already 300 TOGAF 9.2 plus 33 ArchiMate 3 certified. World wide Fujitsu
president declared his DX initiatives, so, Fujitsu & Hitachi had being board from 1995 and and
NEC also join the board at 2003 but all 3 got 2008 Lehman shock attacked so 2009 on they all,
retired from the board but now Fujitsu alone came back to the board from 1916 April, at that time,
almost a few but now, exceeded more than TOGAF-9, 200 Certified globally by 2008 end, majority
are Fujitsu architect in global. Now, After Mr. Tokita ‘s declaration on DX challenges, Japan Fujitsu
company aggressively asking us to educate a lot of Japanese SE to become Architect in global sense
already 100 people are to be trained in a few months ahead.
By those two giants are totally awaken up so, in mid 2020, Japanese corporation global TOGAF
architect will be globally 1500 ( of which Japanese people 1200) TOGAF certified and 100
ArchiMate.

As you know, there is no hardware capability will help us productivity increase help other than
Open Plat form 3.0 and we made the standard on 2013, believing in 10 years, the full sun set will
actually happen. That is 2023, Thus METI’s 2025 Cliff warning of due date of modernization was
made.
However, how to use Open Platform 3.0 in most optimized way, that is Human innovation power and its EA guidance standard, TOGAF and ArchiMate. Architecture vision wise, Open Platform 3.0 (Cloud, IoT, Wireless, Open Data lake, SNS, Augmented Intelligence), FACE, Process Automation, Health Care, Commercial Aviation, Sub-Surface Industry, Security, Real Time Embedded, Assurance O-DA-2.0 WG.

ReGIS attends all 4 The Open Group global Conferences every 3 months, 1Q Scottsdale, 2Q Dublin, 3Q Denver, and 4Q Amsterdam.
Japanese Members attended from Japan all 18 people on O-DA WG members; Mr. Kawakami (TCS-J), Yoshihara (Hulft), Prof. Yamamoto, Prof. Kajita, Sakashita (LTS), Kawamura (Rokoko).

The Open Group Conference – Amsterdam
Left: Mr. Hideki Hara,
Senior Director, FUJITSU LIMITED

Mr. Oliver David and Jack

Right: Ms. Joanne Woytek, NASA SEWP
Left: Dr. Shoji Kajita, Kyoto University

From left: Dr. Kajita, Mr. Kawamura
Mr. Sumida, Mr. Omata

Left: Mr. Steve Nunn,
Right: Mr. Mike Lambert

From right: Mr. James de Raeve,
Mr. Andras R. Szakal

From left: Mr. Hisaya Sakashita, Mr. Yoshio Kawakami,
Ms. Saki Miyata, Jack, Ritsuko Ono

Mr. Andrew Josey,
VP of Standard & Certification,
The Open Group

https://www.opengroup.org/
We had 4 GIS Forum Tokyo 2019 #113～#117 at Tokyo American Club, theme for Digital transformation 2 and CCRM 2:

**[GIS FORUM TOKYO 2019]**

#113 GIS FORUM TOKYO (Forum joint on the New Year)

January 23, 2019 (WED.) @Tokyo American Club

Theme: “Challenge 2019”

Opening of Guest Speech;
Ms. Makiko Yamada,
Director, Information and Communications Bureau,
Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC)

Mr. Nobuyuki Yajima, Editor, Computer Network Bureau,
Nikkei Business Publications, Inc.

Mr. Takeshi Nakano,
Director, IT Innovation Division, METI

Mr. Masatoshi Toriihara

Mr. Nobuo Kita,
President, SIOS Corporation

Mr. Steve Nunn,
President & CEO, The Open Group

**[Open Summit 2019]**

Open Forum 2019 (GIS FORUM TOKYO 114)

April 10, 2019 (WED.) @Tokyo American Club

Theme: “Challenge to the Open Standard-Based Global Innovation!!”
Mr. Ken Komazawa,
Director, IT Promotion Office,
Technology Planning Department,
NTT

Junkyo Fujieda,
CEO & President, ReGIS Inc.
Chairman of The Open Group-Japan

Mr. Yoshio Kawakami,
Senior IT Architect,
Technology Excellence Group Leader,
Tata Consultancy Services Japan

Panel Discussion

Moderator;
Dr. Shoji Kajita,
Kyoto University

Mr. Hisaya Sakashita,
General Manager,
LTS, Inc.

Mr. Narumasa Suzuki,
Managing IT Architect, Customer Engagement Solution office,
Digital Transformation Business Div., Digital Transformation Business Unit,
FUJITSU LIMITED

Mr. Masaki Domukai,
Specialist, E&E Manager,
Engineer Technology Planning Department,
NTT COMWARE CORPORATION

Mr. Jun Yoshihara,
Customer Service Department Director,
HULFT Business Unit,
Saison Information Systems Co., Ltd.

Closing Address;
Dr. Michihiko Minoh,
Executive Director, RIKEN

M.C.: Akira Fukushima,
Adviser, ReGIS Inc.

Steve Nunn san & ReGIS Staff

M.C.: Kiichi kawano
Adviser, ReGIS Inc.
Opening Remarks;
Mr. Takamitsu Kumasaka,
Executive Adviser, Sankei Shimbun Co., Ltd.
(Former Chief Executive Officer, Sankei Shimbun Co., Ltd.)

Mr. Robert G. Thompson,
Founder & CEO of CustomerThink Corporation

Left: Takamitsu Kumasaka, Executive Adviser, Sankei Shimbun Co., Ltd.
Right: Mr. Toyohiko Tsuruta, President & CEO, FujiSankei Business i

Panel Discussion

Mr. Akihiro Bonno,
Vice Mayor, Tsu City

Mr. Ken Senoo,
Director, Enterprise business Division,
NTT COMWARE CORPORATION
<Director, CRM Association Japan>

Mr. Satoru Shijo,
Executive Officer Sales Dept Vision Inc.

Mr. Shigeki Miyo,
Senior Director, salesforce.com Co., Ltd.
<Director, CRM Association Japan>

Mr. Takeshi Suzuki,
General Manager,
TechMatrix Corporation
<Director, CRM Association Japan>

M.C.: Ms. Miho Mizuno,
Operations Officer, ABeam Consulting Ltd.
<Director, CRM Association Japan>
General meeting of CRM Board Members
July 2th 2019 (TUE) A.M.
@Tokyo Americam Club

#115 GIS FORUM TOKYO / CRM Executive Forum Tokyo 2019-1
“GIS Forum & CRM Association Japan Members and Visitors Joint Communication Party”

Opening Remarks:
Mr. Akihiro Bonno, Vice mayor, Tsu City

Kanpai: My 16 years partner from US, 3 K writers, 300 K readers from 100 countries, Owner of <Customerthink.com> Mr. Robert G. Thompson & Mrs. Regina Thompson

M.C. Mr. Toshio Akiyama,
Executive Officer, CXM Consulting Ltd
< Senior Director, CRM Association Japan>
【CRM Best Practice Awards 2019 by CRM Association Japan】
Award ceremony, Special lecture, Case introduction, Reception party

Opening Remarks: Junkyo Fujieda, Chairman, CRM Association Japan

Guest Remarks: Mr. Gaku Moriya, Deputy Director, METI

Mr. Toyohiko Tsuruta, President, Fuji Sankei Business i.
Sponsorship, CRM Association Japan

Mr. Yasuyuki Maeba, Mayor, Tsu City,
★Fuji Sankei Business-i Award★

Osaka Gas Co., Ltd.

Saison Information Systems Co., Ltd.
☆Continuance award☆

Honda Auto Mie
★Oboshi Award★

Mr. Akihiro Bonno, Vice mayor, Tsu City

Opening Guest Remarks:
Mr. Shigeki Suzuki, Vice-Minister, MIC

Part2 Stop halfway:
Mr. Hiromichi Hamaya,
President COO,
MIROKU JYOHO SERVICE
<Founder Director Company/
Director, CRM Association Japan>

“Enjoy lottery”

Jack & Director & Staff,
CRM Association Japan
【GIS FORUM TOKYO Joint Forum】
December 4, 2019(WED.) @Tokyo American Club
Theme : “Digital Vision supporting the management of the future in 2030”

Opening Remarks: Mr. Shigeki Suzuki,
Vice-Minister, Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC)

Jack Fujieda

Mr. Norishige Morimoto,
Vice President, IBM Research & Development,
IBM Japan, Ltd

Dr. Masato Yasui,
Professor, Department of Pharmacology,
School of Medicine, Keio University

Panel Discussion

Closing Address: Dr. Michihiko Minoh, Director, RIKEN

Panelists; from left:
Mr. Hissy Sakashita, General Manager, Corporate Planning Office, LTS, Inc.
Dr. Shoji Kajita, Prof. Institute for Information Management and Communication (IIMC), Kyoto University
Mr. Ken Komazawa, Director, IT Promotion Office, Technology Planning Department, NTT
Mr. Satoru Shijo, Executive Officer Sales Dept, Communication & Marketing Group, Vision Inc.
Mr. Hideki Hara, Senior Director, Service Technology Unit, FUJITSU LIMITED
Opening Speech:
Dr. Seishiro Tsuruho, Principal,
HAL Tokyo College of Technology & Design,
Director, Planetway Corporation

Cheers: Mr. Toyohiko Tsuruta,
President & CEO, FujiSankei Business i

Mr. David Escalante, C,
Food & Beverage Service Manager American Club
Ms. Chizuka Yamakita,
Senior Bridal Sales Manager, American Club

Mr. Atsushi Otsuka
<Senior Director, CRM Association Japan>

Mr. Tomokazu Hayashiguchi,
President, Honda Auto Mie

Mr. Toshiyuki Kitano,
Mizuho Securities Co., Ltd.

Stop halfway:
Mr. Mitsuhiro Fukamachi,
President, ASAHI KOHSAN GROUP

M.C.:
Mr. Masamichi Yamamoto
We did also the 4 GIS /Open Group Technical forums in order to brief to The Open Group Member company Member who could not attend the open group forum or guest or non member but TOGAF/ArchiMate Certified Members attendance fee is free. The presentations were done by the people who attended the Open Group conference or Regis lecturers.

We will invite all TOGAF certified members for updating the global progress using high light topics at our Shinjuku office.

**Annual Report-Ⅲ: [Overviews of Global IT technology and Business issues from 1965～2025=2035～2050 Perspectives - JF Views 2020]**

In these **half century** thanks to Moore's law projected in 1995 in processor capability of Silicon chip price performance doubling by every 18~24 months in these years giving at least 2 to the 27th power (roughly 130 Million) times higher price performance productivity kept in processors) alas, it will be our forecast in sunset mode earliest from 2020～2021, most likely 2022～23, not later than 2025. Movement of IoT started 2022 by CISCO as an extension of IPV6, and did not fly more than 50% until 2015.

but In order to realize 6-sigma that optimally manages the “digital boundary-less information flow”, an open standard for each industry is created as a digital enterprise, and everyone makes it individually. Instead of using the same thing, it is essential to eliminate waste!

**[O-DA 2.0 version up]**

The most emphasized research project for 2019 “Open Group Japan Operation” done in 2019 were O-DA 2.0. We met from October of 2018, 1st month, 3 days presentation and discussion for 3 days Dependability session as a kick, then, 1 day working day Group session presented by key theme units and the sub group session once per group are organized by Task Managers, Dec. 2019, 20th.

O-DA 2.0; we are organizing with young task leader, Kawakami san of TCS-Japan, and Yoshihara san of Hulft division of SAISON INFORMATION SYSTEMS with all 30 top people from 17 organization.
In this digital Enterprise business world, the software part are becoming so complex and huge with number of steps so that we can not reach 100% true De facts tested before its delivery service time. Thus, rather than Architect and code and test, architect your business requirement into capability Architecture with clear value objectives designed and rather straightly going down the road of component architecture, rather go to find the availability of existing services closer to what you are designed as capability as a service of Cloud or OSF software, if you can not find the availability, may be better find out business opportunity to have a SAAS capability development.

If not opportunity there, and yet, your self-development or 3rd part has to be traded. The last choice is go back to all Architect, Code, test and run all by yourself. In DX application, according to the 2019 report, there was 17 industries had identified with pilot development experienced 240 sub applications with IOT.

I was very impressed to learn early in 2019, I received the presentation at Real time Forum from Robert A. Martin from MITRE. He said that year 2018 was a great jumping year for IoT Use case POC, and show us the lists of total 17 new industry domain and #1is manufacturing, 34 applications are listed, #2 industry was Transportation, total 22, #3 was Near Space & New Space domain, using wireless, Using Micro technology, you can find out new potential scope of using IoT, they identify 18, this is a proof of Business capability discovery process using business scenario of TOGAF, #4 was Building & Facilities, #5 was Consumer & home 16 applications, any way it gone to total 242 applications are listed in 17 industry and new domain. I also looked up IoT report of 2019, that was also growing, so May be we can have another grid report on IOT Application base reality of Back log and delivered USE case with net Value of applications.

You better join Process Automation Forum and Open Plat form 3 Forum to get much valued progresses on the Open Standard.

Truth became so relative and no absolute truth can be identified as truth for some range of time. Thus, we need to depend upon monitoring the actual data in detail mesh and grids upon business model and abstracted logical model and output data as a most close to the truth, finding tools comparing to the other open data which has already running to judge the true meaning of data.

Who will win the game?

Only guy who will win the coming digital transformation era has to be the combination of best business architect and data scientist and Assurance architect. I think the competition for business or country how to have Sustainable Development Goal with profit and peace. So we need by industry Application business & Application reference models and open data generated by Customer (Targeted enterprise or nations) centric Management principle and operate in real time monitoring.
Tracing of any customer pain points and find the 5 reason, 2 root causes of the pains and develop right solutions for those causes and root causes D2C(detect2correct) Enterprise Business capability architecture As Early As Possible at Architecture Time> Why? In architecture time, 70 % of Software errors are developed by activities before coding. Only 3.5% they found mistake I and let it go down to customer premises as much as 20.5%.

To challenge that we may not have all 70%, but if we find up to 63.5%, then we can reduce a lot of current test cost and time to market by 60%level of Assurances adapting the O-DA 2.0 (Open Dependability through Assuredness) standard practices which The Open Group Japan Teams is initiating WG to develop with 17 organizations, 15 companies+2 universities as of now Total researchers 30 Architects and ArchiMate certified professional had worked and 3 progress presentations were done in 2019 at The global Open Group conference as O-DA 2.0 assurance version one year by now and another 10 month work is keep going to develop the Practical TOGAF based in line Assurance.

We made a standard by The Open Group working with OMG as well but I would like to use TOGAF/ArchiMate and 7~9 Grids at the end of 6 layered the architecture process, by O-DA 2.0 assessment in synchronizing the process of TOGAFADM cycle. We use Archimate as the major CAE process and recording processes of all EA communication and governance process.
【6 layered the architecture process，】
(1: Contextual; 2: Concept; 3: Logical; 4: Physical; 5:Management; 6: Component level)

We need more POC cases from US, Europe and Asia Open Group companies to share the POC in 2020. ReGIS as the owner of initiative, WG Leader; Tata Consulting Japan, WG co-Leader; SAISON INFORMATION SYSTEMS, in addition to two companies, NTT Group showed strong interest to work with us. They just come back as Gold members since this Dec., and Fujitsu is already in. Those 5 companies only have 500 TOGAF Architects certified Globally.

This O-DA-2 Working group; consisted of Committing Member as companies 12, ReGIS, Kyoto Univ. & Nagoya Univ., Fujitsu , NTT Group HQ, NTT COMWARE, SIOS, Asahi Technion, LTS, Mizuho Security co. Rococo, Rabuka Soft, we have 5 large companies whose has a volunteer base members are working with us but they are not committing member to use or become the member of The Open Group waiting get published. We have very smart people already joining as WG member and attending the meeting. They are Major Gas company, Major IT co.WW, major Insurance co, major Automobile equipment co, but as a company, they are not committing to be a member of the The Open Group, nor use of their logo to use yet. That is the very positive motivation for me.

We are powered by TOGAF, O-DA 1.0, ArchiMate, Open Platform 3.0. By doing this way in DX(Digital transformation) with CX(Customer experience Management), Japan could produce the world rank level company, industry and country. Note; plus Major Gas company, Major IT co., major Insurance co, major Automobile equipment co, are joining as a volunteer member to research as an academic level collaborative WG Members but as a company, they are not committing to be a member of the open group and use of their logo to use yet.
Annual Report – IV:
[Ryokeiji Temple]

November 9th, 2019; 13th anniversary Buddhism service for our late mother Hideko who past away at her 99th years old.

She lived her life 99 years here as our Temple mother, our mother, grandmother, and grand grandmother.

She was born at the Okazaki zan Yuzenji temple as the daughter of the temple priest and after 3 years oversea high school life with her father who became the top priest in China and Korea of Otani school of Shin Buddhism and worked as the former Ryokeiji temple wife for 3 quarter century long.

High school and graduate Japan university and became teacher and married with our father.

The 13th Memorial services followed right after Thanks Giving services known as “ Ho on ko ”in Japanese, St. Shinran(1173-1263) who opened new Buddhism school “ Shin Buddhism” which is now as a majority school of Buddhism in Japan.

Most recently, 3 years ago, Steve & Patricia visited Ryokeiji

This time, they could not attend at Hideko 13th Memorial service but this time, they ask me to bring their contribution to Ryokeiji temple for our mother’s 13th Memorial service.

For the 13th Memorial Service for our mother Hideko, X-Ryokeiji Temple mother, we assembled all blood shared akin priest both from Fujieda family of Ryokeiji temple blood and mother’s blood akin of Okazaki zan Yuzenji temple ,so that Ryokeiji temple main hall were fully occupied with many parish people, visitors and guests of the temple. Hideko graduated at Korean Moppo High School due to her father was assigned to the top priest of Korea and Chinese Buddhism HQ of Ohtani School temple.After his assignment finish and they come back to Japan and studied at Fukui Jinai College and became Primary school teacher in Takefu and got married with our father Mokuen.
Top right front 2nd is Junkyo, 
3rd is my younger brother Shobun, 
Top left 1st with Green is Naoki, Koju’s first son, and 
2nd with white robe is Priest Eri from U.S.A.

For the 13th Memorial Service for our mother Hideko, X-Ryokeiji Temple mother, we assembled all blood shared akin priest both from Fujieda family of Ryokeiji temple blood and mother’s blood akin of Okazaki zan Yuzenji temple, so that Ryokeiji temple main hall were fully occupied with many parish people, visitors and guests of the temple. Hideko graduated at Korean Moppo High School due to her father was assigned to the top priest of Korea and Chinese Buddhism HQ of Ohtani School temple. After his assignment finish and they come back to Japan and studied at Fukui Jinai College and became Primary school teacher in Takefu and got married with our father Mokuen.

The 13th Memorial services followed right after Thanks Giving services known as “ Ho on ko ” in Japanese, St. Shinran (1173 – 1263) who opened new Buddhism school “ Shin Buddhism” which is now as a majority school of Buddhism in Japan.
Just before the Buddhism service start with 18 priests including 5 priests from Ryokeiji. The fresh friest with left 2nd line is Eri Fujieda, Koju, Master priest’s first daughter. She come back to attend her grand mother, Hideko’s memorial. She just finish her 3 years program cerified as priest.

I had received last message from my father Mokuen, Temple Priest, just before he was summoned to serve for Japan World War II, when I was 6 year old. That was simple and clear; “Junkyo, Get strong and help Koju, your brother”. We are informed his death at war in mid mountain, Philippine as a captain of Canon troop just about a month before the war end.

I received great lessons from my mother Hideko starting from the story of life transcendence story.

The tall and old pine tree, more than hundred years old, it just stood out at our home entrance side of Ryokeiji temple gates. It was fallen down with groaning sound due to the heavy wet snow piled up on top of the pine leaves for a couple of weeks. Mother and my nurse told me that exactly just about that moment of fall down, I made a first cry at my birth moment at the temple.

When I grew 9 years old, Mother told me “Junkyo, you must appreciate grace of Buddha upon being born as a human being instead of ant or rat. So, you need to work hard to get your social success and return your thanks the others by contribution to the human society.

When I insisted to become more independent saying “Leave me alone, I can live myself”. Then she said; “Just to live on, anybody can do and even dogs or cats can do. How to live better is the question. Real human being does not only think oneself but also think for others.”

I still need to learn more and think for others and help them. I am happy being healthy enough to enjoying my life of helping others in line with my parent’s guidance to the points I could do.

Hope you are all well enjoying Merry Christmas 2019 and all ready to start your new challenging year in 2020.
If anyone of you have a plan to visit Japan, please let me know as early enough, so that we can have a reunion in Japan even including as my guest or as a speaker to attend at my GIS, Open and CRM forums in the attached 2020 Calendar.

Please let me know, as early enough to arrange our time together.

Annual Report- V:
Dedication of Four Haiku and Its English translation into English Haiku

-Visit tomb in Philippine, encountered flames on white trunk  
  (Her 70th at 1978)
-Swim with a sea turtle in Hawaii, at Mother’s 80th  
  (Her 80th at 1988)
-“Thanking to Buddha” written at her 99th, Snow thunder followed  
  (Her 99th at 2007)
-Ring the bell echo at Ryowa 1st last day, “Be Useful globally”  
  (Her 13th Services)

Note; In case, you can read Japanese; I attached original.

母 慈則院釈妙英13回忌に贈る俳句
-火炎花咲く比国に母と 墓参かな  
  (1977——70 歳)
-ハワイで海亀と泳ぐ母 傘寿  
  (1988——80 歳)
-仏恩と白寿に書し往く雪雷（ゆきのらい）  
  (2007——99 歳)
-世の役に立て” と令和の除夜の鐘  
  (2019——13th 回忌)

I proposed 4 Haiku (5+7+5 =17syllables shortest poems in Japanese literature) as above Japanese 4 haikus are made by me and dedicated at Ryokeiji Annual 108 haiku selections event # 33 rd event founded by Koju, Ryokeiji Master priest, selecting only 108 haiku for each year.

“108” is quoted after the number of People’s bad selfish egos. Ryokeiji rang the large temple bells from 1~108 times at every end of year at 31st of Dec. wishing to send them out all bad ego and change them to good ego to help others with calling Buddha’s name “Namu Amidabutsu” with the prayer by ringing each bell with several parish people together, transform each bad selfish ego to open, help others by doing any small action you can do to help others which shall link to global peace, if we can link these to globally).

I believe joining these activities physically and or digitally will help us to approach to the state of an “Enlightened person”; “Bosatsu” in Japanese, In English, a Bodhisattva, especially by the power of “gensou eko” means “Return to People world to help” by only calling Buddha’s Name by “Namu amida b（tsu）”, 1~10 times, Buddha come down instantly as “on the fly”, in Quantum speed from “Pure land” together with many Bodhisattvas including father and mother who became saved and living by Buddha and now living in Pure land Awaken person) mind”. I do not know yet which one will be selected. This year but all my 3 brothers and 1 sister of mine are continuously joining from its foundation of event.
It will be announced at the end of the year by Master priest of Ryokeiji Koju.

2019 ohmisoka (last day) 108 Houk (Buddhistic Haiku) / haiku edition Regarding my four Haikus, my motif of this year is around our mother Hideko in memory of her 13th anniversary service. Normally, Haiku is done in Japanese but Koju was challenging many decades of English Haiku. This is only my 3rd tries in my life. It is the most difficult challenge to translate Haiku into English in the same syllables of 17.

I tried by breaking the Haiku rule of 17 Syllables so it is no more Haiku in strict sense but a short poem with shifting motif from syllables to some sense of poetical empathy in colorful, nature, non-hearable voices, meanings and abstractions. I need much further netting and abstraction on those English short poems.

Please accept them as my etudes “English Translation of my Haiku” to our mother Hideko as is basis.

Just before the Buddhism service start with 18 priests including 5 priests from Ryokeihi, newest is Eri Fujieda, Koju, Master priest ‘s first daughter.

I was assigned by my elder brother to introduce our mother’s life of 99 years in 10 minutes to share with all service attendants

I invited almost all brothers to Ryokeiji Temple but while she alive including my business and personal mentor of 40 years Bob and Maria.

Annual Report- VI: Sad Farewell to Long Term Friends from IBM FSD, SAIC, Science & Technology Commissioner of Colorado States and etc, my Security, Defence partners a half century.

Sad story 2019 Farewell to Vince Cook, my long time best friend X-FSD President, X-IBM President, Commissioner of Science and Technology, Colorado State.

I had visited his Denver House and met him about one hour together with Katherine and Michael Cook of Apple, his son on Sad News of my long-term IBM friend, Personal life time friend, Vince Cook passed away on August 3rd, 2019 at his home.
He was writing to me this March that he came back from hospital to his home, no more medical
treatment as hospice and he said I am happy.

To all old friends of IBM guys, taking this annual opportunity, let me inform all of my friends, my
long-term close friend, X-President of FSD IBM, and Asia Pacific IBM, Vincent N. Cook, who was
born on July 18, 1934, he is 2.5 years senior than me, after I had talked with him this year March,
and Katherine, she said he had passed away on Aug. 3, 2019. He and I had first met at some time
1971, when I took the responsibility back as the Division president of Complex system
Development Division of IBM-J to manage the JPS Project among other consultation and complex
systems. I was the original architect to define the requirement during 1965.11~68/12 of JPS system
with Asahi News Paper & later Nikei News Paper joined but OS and middle wares are developed by
FSD president Late John Jackson who followed after Bob Evans promoted from President of FSD
to IBM System Development division where system 360 and became named now as “the founder of
Zhongxing” in IBM.
When I come back visit to FSD and JPS system development team, they were captured a sever difficulties of implementation and delayed a lot. Thus, customers as well as IBM HQ Armonk were not happy at all. My job is to report to Armonk how I can solve the current risky situation.

To do that, I need to know what is the causes of FSD delay of delivery. I found out the core reasons were no ownership of project responsibility; that is, both side saying Japan criticize FSD, FSD criticize Japan.

Continuing additional or changes of requirements and no data of that operations at irregular cases , no weighing priorities . So I talk to Japan team to have a full audit of requirement by value, priority, in as much as 5 levels and paint colors tha can be 6 month later and 1 year later delay acceptability. I had a gat feeling 3rd line manager and top VP manager has stinks in his management attitude .So I need to find out some reasons, of FSD I admire FSD of Appolo project a lot.

I asked Vince to give us his assessed opinions to have more different alternative manager be recommended. I negotiated with Jackson. I have found the way to solve the catch 22 by just catch 2 and change to zero and catch another 2 to change to 4 based upon the customer bare priority. To know the priority, First I need to talk to my customer needed thus I need my real good friend to communicate to Jackson but his time is also very tight. I first met Vince and I liked him. We talk and talk to replan to do turnaround plan. He helped me a lot. We made Jackson in our side and I invited him to Japan and visit the presidents of Asahi and Nikkei and we made recovery on time in 1974 March.

When Vince became Executive assistant to John Jackson, direction after my 100% of 2 years of my time dedicated to Japan airlines Reservation ( IBM I-PARS RT package modified) and Check in system (New design) under direct governance of IB M HQ Armonk. He was at that time still young executive assistant to Late John Jackson who took president of FSD after Bob Evans. Vincent was born in Lead, South Dakota. He is survived by his loving wife of 58 years, Kathleen and their three children; Vincent Jr. (Michele) of Westminster, Colorado, Mary Therese Chacho (Michael) of Golden, Colorado, and Michael (Catherine) of San Jose in Apple, California, as well as seven grand children. He was a long-time resident of Beaver Creek where I was invited to play golf at 50% of land he owned at that time and walking and good eat of venison.

Vince was first employed by US Airforce and join Federal System Divisions and he worked for Bob Evans and all following 30-year career at IBM including FSD president after John Jackson, and as VP of IBM Corp. He had 2 years of Asia Pacific Corporation in Japan but gone back to USA ,then earlier retirement he chose upon strong request from Defence Minister candidate . But fortunately orunfortunate,his Defense minister candidate was not approved politically the post so,
immediately he was asked to become employed by SAIC as the Vice Chairman for Vice Chairman of International Operations.

We meet again at SAIC a few more times. During the course of his career, he served on the Defense Science Board, the National Security Telecommunications Advisory Council under President Reagan, the US Drug Enforcement Agency --- Technology Council, and was a Commissioner of Science and Technology in the state of Colorado together with many NPO strong volunteer and community advocate and, awarded the NASA public service medal, the American Institute of Astronautics and Aeronautics fellow, the Pope John Paul II’s, Knights of Malta and of Beaver Creek Citizen of the Year etc. We heard Vince died very peacefully in his home surrounded by family after fighting cancer courageously for over 20 years. I was very happy to meet him this year with Katherine (Vince’s wife), their sons Nick (IBM) (Apple) and Mike Cook.

He left us with a great sweet memories of a life filled with business achievement and personal adventure, love and loyalty, great friendship and family. He has the close resembling of Takamori Saigou, Hero beloved by Samurai of all Japan starting from Kagoshima dedicated of his life to the transformation of classic Japanese governance to new Meiji Japan culture.

He understand its value but his blood and heart somewhere have more sympathy to the Samurai whose jobs are no more needed as he was told and trained. In a sense, he might have blood linked to American Indian Patriarch, a role model of a man of noble spirits. He will be missed always.

Funeral services was held to at Most Precious Blood Church in Denver on August 16, 2019, at 10 am which I could not be available but I was very happy again katherine helped to let me meet the lazy chance we met and talked in clear and hot heart together.

Thank you again our long friendship,


Can we trust current way United Nation could produce optimized operation of Democracy?

We need more innovative architecture needed I think. I know we should think what is the Democracy to be for another 1-2 centuries? Make simulation. Not only the Environment vision but as well as mental environment vision, on selfishness, customer thinking, and moral education how? Moral vision discussion, We need to discuss What is the value of Communism, What is the value and minus point of communism and Free Capital competitive democracy direction, where is the right goal there? All the world has to discuss openly and select the strategic proposal by all countries engaged in UN and G7 and G30? Those were my drivers to this visits. So I wanted to feel, something important from my visits to UN, HQ in Swiss.
I know, UN had by oct. 2018, they had 20 TOGAF trained and Certified officers. Eu also had about the same. How many Japan government?

When I was doing Secretary General of G7 Junior Summit, I informed him the progress and invited him to attend in Japan general session as a speaker, I had the very memorable thoughtful letter on Sept. 1995 from 6th United Nation Secretary General, Mr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali (1992 --1996), He started “Dear Mr. Fujieda” and showing his appreciation and agreement on the importance of the activities but unfortunately the November schedule for general session are schedule wise but difficult to attend” and closed his letter as follows. “I am delighted to learn of your plans for the Junior Summit. You arranged it in a particularly imaginative manner. --- Technological advance and communications breakthroughs have narrowed distances between nations and human beings. But they have not bridge them. They only provide the instruments. It is for us to employ them. You have demonstrated how versatile these means are. I hope the friendships forged electronically will prove as lasting and durable as the peace we seek for the world. With good wishes. Boutros Boutros-Ghali (Personally signed) “

I had visited New York United Nation HQ 1962 through my friend introduction and I visited in Brussel UNESCO office and EU office in 1995 through Mr. Shigeki Suzuki’s introduction who was a young officer of Foreign Affairs Department Office at Japan Embassy in Brussel, Mr. Shigeki Suzuki san was assigned to help me plan for Junior Summit in Brussel. He went up to Vice Minister of Internal affair and communications position. But he retired now. One office I did not visit was Geneva UN HQ. So after The Open Group conference at Dublin in May, I visited United nation HQ in Genève on 2019 May. It was the great memory. Thank you Suzuki san. Let me say you are the great helper with global sense of rightness and I would like to meet you as my life time friend.